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A multidimensional representation model of
population differences in regression analysis

Atsushi INAGAKI and Yoshiyuki MATSUURA
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Introduction
Regression analysis concerns the prediction

and sociologists,not only for its practical use, that

is, prediction, but also as a model of psychological

according to some variables and is one of the most

and sociological processes or relations underlying

widely used of all statistical methods. It is used

the phenomena. Although regression model is use‑

by data analysis in nearly every field of science

ful to clarify the relation or causal structure, any

and technology as well as the social sciences, eco‑

multidimensional spatial representation models to

nomics, and finance. Today it is a rare statistical

express the population differences in regression

program package that does not provide regression

model have not been developed yet.

analysis.

In the past, statisticians and psychometri‑

This article presents the development of

"population differences regression model"

cians have been interested in the problem as to

(POPREG) .This method can operate on N‑sets of

parameter estimation method, variable selection,

data from different populations or situations, and

optimal criterion, dummy variable, residual analy‑

provides not only linear regression equation, but

sis, nonlinear and nonmetric regression, some con‑

also the multidimensional spatial representation of

strained model and so forth. But regression analy‑

population differences under the assumption of

sis can provide not only the linear predictive

vector model. Moreover this method is useful in‑

function, but also linear structure model between

strument for longitudinal or time series research

dependent and independent variables. In fact re‑

because this can be also applied to the data

gression analysis is of interest to psychologists

obtained from the different time points or occa‑
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sions. The data can be defined at nominal, ordinal,

The Model

interval or ratio levels of measurement, or can be

We use bold‑face capital letters to represent

mixture of two or more levels. As will be ex‑
plained, POPREG model provides an optimal scale

matrices (X); bold‑face lower case letters for vec‑

tor (x); and regular lower case letters for scalars

for each variable within the restrictions as to the'

(x). Note that all vectors are assumed to be col‑

measurement level and process. This scaling is
optimal in the sence that correlation is maximized.

umn vectors, with a row vector denoted as trans‑
pose of a column vector (x'). We refer to a speci‑

Finally we emphasize that this method can statis‑

fic column vector of a matrix as xj, a specific ele‑

tically determine the number of dimensions. This

ment of a matrix as xij.

model is characterized as follows:

Let:
i,i'

. =1, ･･･ , I populations, groups, situations

1 ) Squared loss function‑the proposed model is

or occasions,

fitted to data in a sence of least square crite‑

j,k =1, ･･･, J variables,

rion.

s,t =1, ･･･, S dimensions in an MDS contexts,

2 ) Alternating least squares procedure‑the

=column vector of dependent or predicted

yi

variable in i‑th population,group or
occasion (Nxl) ,which is measured at

proposed model is fitted to data with the
alternating least squares p.rocedure.

some known measurement level, and is

osed model can represent both populations

normalized in the preprocessing phase

(groups, situations, or occasions) and predic‑

if this is measured at more than inter‑

tors as vectors in multidimensional popula‑

val level,
yi

tion space and variable space, respectively.
4 ) Dimensionality identification‑in many spatial

*

3 ) Multidimensional representation‑the prop‑

=column vector of the optimally scaled
dependent or predicted variables cor‑

models the appropriate dimensionality is de‑

responding to yi, which is defined at in‑

termined by examining a plot of the goodness
(badness) of fit measure versus the number

terval level of measurement,

of dimensions (i. e. scree plot) as well as

Xi =matrix of independent variables or pte‑

subsequent interpretation of the dimensions.

dictors in i‑th population, g oup or
occasion (NxJ) , which is measured at

In addition to these criterion, the proposed

some known measurement level, and is

model allows for an asymptotic statistical test

columnwisely normalized in the prepro‑

for identifying the appropriate dimensional‑

cessing phase if this is measured at

i ty .

more than interval level,

5 ) Level of measurement‑the proposed model

Xi* =matrix of the optimally scaled indepen‑

will be able to accomodate ratio, interval,

dent or predi9t variables corresponding

ordinal and nominal data.

to Xi, which is defined at interval level

6 ) Time series data‑the proposed methods will
be able to apply the time series and longitu‑
dinal data.

7 ) Data transformation‑the proposed model will
be able to transform the data and can statisti‑

of measurement,

Wi =column vector of regression weights of
yi *on Xi* (JXI ),

A. =coordinate matrix of predictor or inde‑
pendent variables (JxS),

cally test with a similar way described above.

bi = dimensional weight vactor of i‑th

In the next section we will present a detailed

ei =column vector of error or residual of i‑

population,

account of POPREG model, emphasizihg the char‑
acteristics of the model.

th population (Nxl ),

Using the above definitions, we can formulate
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the POPREG model by matrix from

y* =X*w+e

=X*Ab+e, (1)

where

y*=(yl*,, y2*, ... yl *,),,

X* = E,,RX *
i=1

w= (wl" w2', "', wr')',

A =

EiiRAi
i=1

Ai=Ac for all l

tion of population space. Therefore using graphi‑
cal represention, we can visually understand both
predictor and population differences. As in the in‑

dividual differences scaling(INDSCAL) model(2)
interpreting the solution is a larger task when

POPREG model is employed because one must de‑
velop an interpretation of both the predictor vari‑

able space and the population space.

Finally note that the output does not include

a separate regression weight vector wi for each

population or group. This is bacause the each
population's regression weights can be recon‑
structed from the elements of A, and b.

b=(bl" b2', "', b )
el' ) "
e= (el" e2' ,"',

Optimization Criterion
In our case, as in many similar situations, we

Kronecker product of matrices (XRY) = [xijY],

the best solution such that

and where Eij denotes a matrix with the unit sca‑
lar in the (ij) position, and with zeros elsewhere.

f(6 g)= jl y ‑y
*2,

As far as I know, this model has not been de‑
veloped in the past literatures. In this model,

gxij(Xij)'
, ..., (1
l; 1 j=1, ･･･, J),
Xij* =
yi* =gyi(yi), (i=1, ･･･, l),

where gxij and gyi are called "measurement trans‑

formations", and are subject to restrains by the
measurement level and process of their variables.
The restrains were discussed in Young et al.(12)

=

ll

define a squared loss function. We then se rch for

*

where the notation (X R Y) refers to right

[1 yi* yj* l[z (2)

is minimal, where model parameters and measure‑
ment transformations are indicated by e = {A, B }
and g= {gxll' "" g u, gyl, "', gyl} ' and

where ll ･ 11 denotes the Euclidean norm, and y*
and yi* denote the estimated y* and yj* , respec‑

tively. The minimization has to be carried out
under the normalization restriction;

We may correctively regard xij* and yi* as being

1N' Xj*=0'J (i=1, "', 1),

the observation variables rescaled at the interval

lN'yi * = O,

level of measurement so that the multiple correla‑
tion is maximized. Thus we refer to xij* and yj*

diag (N lXi*,Xj* )=1J,

N 1yi*,yi* =1.
1

as optimally scaled observations (data).

The output of this method contain:s two major
elements. The first is the estimate of the (JxS)

predictor variable coordnate matrix Ac' The
second is an estimate of a (lSxl) vector of

Algorithm
The POPREG algorithm is an alternating least
squares (ALS) algorithm.The ALS approach is re‑

lated to the works of Wold and Lyttkens(10), de

population or group weight b. The weight bsi can

Leeuw(3) and Young.(11) As is implied by the

be called "importance weight ". All other things

name, the ALS algorithm is an iterative algori.thm

equal, as bsi increase, s‑th dimension have a larger

which alternates back and forth between two

and larger influence on the regression weight.
Moreover matrix Ac and B= (bl' b2, "', bj) ' can

dure. In one of the phases, Ieast squares estimates

be regarded as the matrix representaion of the

for the model parameters are obtained while the

predictor variable space and the matrix reprsenta‑

data transformations are held constant, whereas

phases, each of which is a least squares piroce‑
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transformations are obtained while the model pa‑

Model Estimation
In model estimation phase, we desire to

rameters are held constant. The structure of an

obtain least squares estiinates of model paira‑

iteration for this procedure is to estimate and re‑

meters under the assumption that all the optimally

place xjj* (j=1, ･･･, J; i= 1, ･･･,1), and then each

scaled variables X* and y* are held constant. To

yi* , and then to estimate the model parameters.

minimize loss fuction, we utilize alternating least

We repeat these algorithms unti convergence is

squares (ALS) technique. As mentioned previous‑

in the other phase, Ieast squares estimates of the

obtained (Note that we do not have to use ALS

ly, the essential feature of the ALS approach is

procedure if all variables are measured on more

that in solving optimization problems with more

than interval scale). Since both phases minimize a

than one set of parameters, each set is estimated

loss function (2), the algorithm is convergent.

After convergence, If you want to normalize

in turn by applying least squar,es procedures
holding the other sets fixed. After all sets have

A. matrix, then linear transformation is neces‑

been estimated once, the procedure is repeated un‑

sary. That is,

til convergence.

A. = A.T‑ 1

In order to see how the ALS approach can be
applied in the present context, Iet us return brief‑

bi = Tbj ,

where T denotes a (SxS) diagonal matrix with a
square root of the sum of squared i ‑th column's
elements of A. matrix in the (ii) position.

Several alternatives of iteration structure can

ly to (2):

f(A ,b )= Il y*‑X*Ab ll2. (2)
Clearly the sets of parameters are here A and b.

be developed in POPREG algorithm, so we explain

Minimizing f over A holding b fixed is equivalent

four type of alternatives as follow. The first

to solving one least squares problem and minimiz'

alternative is to optimally scale xij (j =1, ･･･, J, i=

ing over b with A fixed is another. That we are in

I), and then each yi(i=1, 2, ･･･, l), and

practice minimizing f does not prevent the prob‑

1, 2, ･･･,

then to estimate model parameters. This completes

lem from being ALS one.

a single iteration and we repeat this process until

From the above discussion a rough outline

convergence is obtained. The second alternative is

for an algorithm is readily deduced. First we

to scale xij (j=1, ･･･,

choose an arbitrary A(o) yielding a new b(1), next‑

J, i=1, 2, ･･･, I) and repeart

this process for each of the xij(j =1, ･･･, J, i=1, 2,

ly minimize subsequently over A with the just

"', I) , and estimate model parameters. Following

computed b(1) fixed yielding a new A(1), and ite

this yi (i=1, 2, ･･･, I) are scaled and then model

rate this procedure until convergence.

paramters are estimated. The third alternative is
to scale xij(j=1, ･･･, J, i=1, 2, ･･･, I) and then yj (i

=1, 2, ･･･,

l). We repeat this process until con‑

vergence is obtained and then estimate model pa‑

The loss function f can be written as

, , I ll* y･*‑X
i* A *b ll

f(A.,bj,b2 "' b )=

*=1

The partial derivative of f with respect to bi is re‑

rameters. This is one interation. The last alterna‑

latively easy to obtain and setting to zero, and

tive is to scale particular variables and to esti‑

solving for the value of bi which minimizes f for

mate model parameters. We repeat this process

given A, results in the following expression for bj:

until all variables have been subjected to this pro‑

bi = ( A.'Xi * ,Xi * A* )

IA.'Xi * ,yi *

cess. This is one interation. We may select one of
these alternatives.

For i=1, 2, ･･･, I, minimizing f over bj while A is

In the next two sections, we will discuss mod‑

fixed is achieved by the procedure mentioned

el estimation phase and then optimal scaling

above, that is, assuming A.'Xi'Xi A, is nonsingu‑

phase.

lar, the update for bi is (A.'Xi* , Xi* A.) 1
A X *̲,yi*. In the case A.'Xi*,Xi* A, is singuler,
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a generalized inverse should be used instead of in‑

creases, due to the necessity of inverting an in‑

verse.

creasingly large matrix. For this reason, an

On the other hand, minimizing f as functiGn of

Ac for fixed b, seem quite cumbersome. This prob‑

alternative algorithm is proposed, that requires
the inverse of matrices of smaller order J by J.

lem can be solved as follow. The loss function f

In order to handle the cases where JxS is

consists of a sum of squared Euclidean norms of

large, that is, requiring too much computer time

residual vectors. Therefore, function f can be re‑

and storage, an algorithm has been developed

written as

that uses a different alternating least squares
procedure. In this algorithm the vectors bi are

f(A., bl' b2, "', bl)

updated as in the previous algorithm, but mat‑
= :jll 11 yi* (Xi*Rbi') Vec (A.) Il 2

rix Ac is updated columnwise. That is, each col‑

umn of Ac is updated successively, while the
where Vec (') denotes a matrix strung out row‑

other columns are fixed. It should be noted that

wise into a column vector. Using this notation and

the solution for matrix Ac found during the

putting the column‑vectors for each of the I

process is not the best least squares solution

populations, groups, or occasions into one super‑

for Ac' However, because all columns of Ac are

vector yields,

optimal in the least squares sence, the function

f is decreased nonetheless. This results in an

f(A., bl' b2, "', b )

alternating least squares algorithm consisting
of I+s steps.

yl * X1 *R b
Vec (AC )
*

yl X * )bl'
It is obvious that the problem of minimizing
functio.n f over A while vectors bl' b2, "', bj

are fixed is an ordinary regression problem,

with Vec (Ac) containing the regression
weights. Therefore function f is minimized over

Ac by choosing

The columnwise procedure for updating Ac
will be explained after rewriting function f (AC
bl' b2, "', bj) in order to isolate the columns of

A*. Let ah denote column h of matrix A., and bhj
the h th element of b*, for h = 1, 2, ･･･, S. Then f
(Ac' bl' b2, "', bj) can be rewritten as

f(Ac' bl b2, "', bj)=

Il yi*‑ Xi* ahbhi ll2.

= h=1

Write f(ah) to denote that function f(Ac' bl' b2,
･, bl ) is to be minimized over column ah only,

Vec ( A. ) =

while the other columns of Ac and the vectors

( Xi*,Xi*Rbi b ) Vec( :X * y *b )

bl' b2, "', bl are flxed Isolatmg the part con

i=1

taining at in this equation yields

Subsequently the update of matrix Ac is found
by simply rewriting Vec (Ac) in matrix form.

f(a )

We have now described a solution to the prob‑

We define

lem of minimizing f over b while Ac is fixed
and the problem of minimizing f over Ac matrix
while the vector b is fixed.

Xl*ah bhi)‑Xi*atbti ll2.

yi( ‑t) * = yi * ‑

Xi * ahbhi

h t

and simplify f (at)as
f(at)=j }1 Il yi( t)*‑Xi*atbti ll 2

yl ( ‑t) * btlXi *

ables and the number of dimensions required
increase, ()omputational efficiency rapidly de‑

2

This algorithm requires determining the
inverse of a matrix of order JxS by JxS. For
small J and S there is no problem. However if
the number of independent (predictor) vari‑

ll (y *

at

yl ( ‑t ) btIXI
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Minimizing expression over at is a simple linear
regression problem. Clearly, the update for at is

We will not discuss the details of each opti‑

mal scaling method and the measurement restric‑

tion as they are the same as in the de Leeuw's
at= ( bt,2Xi * ,Xi* )

1 ( btiXi * ,yi(‑t) * )

= i=1

paper.(4)

Starting V.alues

It should be noted that this algorithm has the

If there are many parameters, Iike POPREG;

advantage that it does not use matrices of order

the number of iterations may be excessive in ALS

JxS by JxS. The largest matrix that has to in‑

procedure, but can be considerably decreased by

verted in this algorithm is J by J matrix, which

the provision of good starting values. We simply
assume that X and y are actually the matrix X*

allows handling large numbers of variables.

The ALS procedure presented here decrease

and y* . This is equivalent to assuming that the

function f monotonely and the convergence to a

raw data are measured on interval scale. But we

stationary point is guaranteed because each prob‑

must assign arbitrary values to the observation

lem is solved in the least sqares sence. However it

categories when a variable is assumed to be

can not be guaranteed that the global minimum

nominal. Under this assumption, we provide some

will be attained. The,refore, it is suggested to run

types of the starting values which is appropriate

more than one analysis on the same data set with

for the fitted model. Moreover, uing this starting

different starting values. ‑

values, we can easily investigate whether our

Optimal Scaling

correct.

assumption concerning measurement levels are

As mentioned before, the POPREG extends

We decompose regression weight as

regression analysis to data defined at all four

W = ACB + E,

level: ratio, interval, ordinal and nominal measure‑

ment, which was proposed by Stevens (9) More‑

where

over we assume two types of measurement pro‑

W=(wl' w2, "', wl)'

cess: discrete and continuous. For analysis de‑

wi=(Xi' Xi) X '*

signed for data having such a wide variety of

yi,

B=(bi, b2, "', bj),

measurement, Fisher's notion of optimal scaling (5)

E=(el' e2, "', el)'

is useful. According to his notation, we wish to
obtain the optimally scaled data which fit the mod‑

In order to obtain starting values we factor W

el as well as possible in a least squares sence. In

into its principal component. Since this matrix is

other words, we rescale the data so that multiple

an asymmetric and rectangular the usual factoring

correlation is maximized.

equation are not appropriate. Therefore we utilize'

For the numerical data, the optimal scaling

singular‑value‑decomposition (SVD) to obtain the

phase is skipped. For the ordinal data, Kruskal's
least squares monotonic regression(7) can be used.

strain that A*' A.=1s and B B'=diag. The cross

In this case, the primary approach to tie is chosen

products matrix in the present analysis should al‑

for contiuous‑ordinal data, whereas the secondary

ways be computed between the variables on the

approach to tie is chosen for discrete‑ordinal data.

shorter side of the approximated matrix, summing

For the discrete‑nominal data, optimally scaled

over the variables on the longer side. Thus, if J >

tinuous‑nominal data we assume it to be pseudo‑
continuous‑ordinal data to determine the optimally
scaled data.

I,

data are category means. Finally, for the con‑

best approximation matrix of W. under the con‑

A. =WVs r. 1
B= F Vs '
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as in the case of factor analysis.

where

Hdwever, we can impose some constraints on

P = W'W,

this model for determining unique solution. Within

=V. r.2v., + E
and where F*2 and V

the frame work of the general procedure, the most

denote the diagonal matrix

convenient way of doing this is to let the bi be

which elements are the S Iargest eigen values of P

free and to fix one nonzero element and at least

and the matrix of the corresponding eigen vectors,

S‑1 zeros in each column of A.. In an exploratory

respectively. Conversely, if J<1 ,

study, one can fix exactly S‑1 zeros in almost.

arbitrary position. For example one may choose

A* = U ,

zero values where one thinks there shold be

B = Us'W,

"small" values in coordinate. The resulting solu‑

where

tion may be rotated further, if desired, to facilitate

better interpretation. In the confirmatory study,

Q = WW'

on the other hand, the positions of the fixed zeros,

=U. r.2U ' + E,

which often exceed S‑1 in each column, given a
and where Fs2 and. U

denote the diagonal matrix

priori by an hypothesis and the resulting solution

which elements are the S Iarest eigen values of Q

can not be rotated without destroying the fixed

and the corresponding eigen vactor, respectively.

zeros.

Of course, we can use random values as an
alternative.

In order to handle this case, the vectors bi
are updated as in the previous algorithm, but mat‑

rix A* is updated as will be explained. The con‑
ldentif ication

Before an attempt is made to estimate model
parameters of this kind, the identification problem

must be examined. The identification problem de‑

straints mentioned above ca.n be expressed in the
f o r m

r=R Vec(A*),

pend on the specification of fixed, free and con‑

where r is a known vector of G elements (=0), G

strained parameters. Under several specifications,

being the number of constraints, and R is a

each A, and bj generates one and only one wi, but

known matrix of order GxJS. We must choose Vec

it is well known that different A. and bi can

(A.) to minimize f(A., bl, b2, "', bj) subject to

generate the same wi. It shold be noted that if A.

r=R Vec (A.). We define

is replaced by‑ A* T 1 and bi by Tbi, where T is

an arbitrary non‑singuler matrix of order SxS,
then wi is unchanged. Since T has S2 independent
elements, this suggests that S2 independent condi‑

=(y Za)' (y‑Za)+ p' (Ra‑r),
where
y=(yl*,, y2*, ... yl*,),,

tions shold be imposed on A* or bi to make these

uniquely defined. Howerer, when equality con‑
straints overgroups are taken into account, all the
elements of the transfor'mation matrix is not inde‑

pendent of each other and therefore a lesser
number of conditions need to be imposed. It is
hard to give further specific rule in the general

X1 *R bj'

Z=

XI* )bl' '

a=Vec (Ac)'

case. In this method A* and b should be estimated

and where p is a column vector of G Lagrange

without. any constraints. If the uhrotated dimen‑

multipliers. Differentiating and setting zero and

sions is interpretable, then rotation is unneces‑

solving, we obtain

sary. If not, some objective rotation can be tried

a=a+(Z' Z) 1R' [R(Z'Z) lR' I

1(r‑Ra),
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where a = (Z' Z) 1Z' y is the unconstrained

emerge consistently in the separate subsamples.

OLS estimator. This is update for a.

If one derives separate solutions for each sub‑

sample, and there are S dimensions that appear

Dimensionality
Up to this point, the discussion of POP‑

consistently in all of the subsamples, then the

final solution should contain exactly S dimen‑

REG has proceeded as if the number of dimen‑

sions. In this case, howerer, each of the sub‑

sions S were known. In practice, however, it is

samples should come from the same population.

not known and must be estimated in the analy‑

Of course, as will be explained later, we

sis. In most multivariate analysis without exter‑

can also use Akaike's Infornration Criterion
(AIC) to determine the number of dimensions

nal criterion like MDS, user must obtain sever‑

al solutions in different dimensionalities and

from statistical point of view(. 1)

choose between them on the basis of three
criterria: fit to the data, interpretability and re‑

producibility.

Data Transformation
Exploring and assessing the effect of data

A plot can be useful in determining dimen‑

transformation is not technically difficult. The

sionality. The vertical axis represents measure

transformation of predictor variables includes

of goodness or badness of fit, and the horizon‑

such transformation as discretization

tal axis corresponds to dimensions. If the data

(categorization) of continuous variables as well

canform exactly to the model, then the plot
shoud level off at exactly S dimensions. In
other words, there should be an "elbow" at S
dimensions, the correct number of dimensions.
Howerer, ih the real data in which there is a

as more standard type of transformations such
spline transformation.

large amount of measurement and sampling

we may discretize it into a few observation

error, an elbow may be difficult to discern. In

categories, which are then requantified by POP‑

such case a plot of measure of goodness or bad‑

REG. A potential danger is that the effect of the

ness of fit may not suffice to determine the cor‑

continuous variable may indeed be linear. Then

as power, Iogistic, exponential, polynominal and

When continuous variables is nonlinealy
or nonmonotonically contributing to prediction,

rect number of dimensions. Interpretability and

we may not only lose some informatiori in the

reproducibility of dimensions must be also con‑

original variable in the process of discretiza‑

sidered.

tion, but also lose degree of freedom by estimat‑

Interpretability as a criterion requires
some subjective judgement on the user's part.

ing extra parameters. Howerer, whether or not

The basic idea, howerer, is that a higher dimen‑

dictor variables is worth incorporating can be

sional solution is preferrd over a lower dimen‑

tested using the general model evaluation

sional solution if there are important indepen‑
dent (predictor) variables' feature that appear

strategy.

in the higher dimensional solution but fail to

Missing Data

a particular transformation scheme on the pre‑

appear in the lower dimensional solution. Con‑

Missing data are allowed for in a manner

versely the lower dimensional solution is pre‑

which does not destroy the ALS property of the

ferred if there are no important features that

POPREG algorithm. If some observation is

fail to appear in the lowet dimesional solution.

missing, then computation of the starting values

Reproducibility can be used as a criterion

is changed in a minor manner, that is, we simp‑

only when there are two or more subsamples.
The basic idea is that one should retain as

ly estimate the optimal scaling observation as

many dimensions in the final solution as

Using these starting values model parameters

being the mean of the nomissing obsevations.
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are estimated. Nextly the missing data points

are re‑estimated in a regression fashon and
then a new cycle of the iteration is started. In

Relation to Other Method

An important special case of POPREG
model is obtained when we assume

fact such procedures are standard within the

X1 = X2 = " ' = XI = X,

ALS approach.

A' X'IN=0s,

N IAXXA=1S'
Measure of Goodness or Badness of Fit

According to these assumptions, matrix A and

goodness or badness of fit measures.

F =XA can be interpreted as matrix of compo‑
nent (factor) score coefficient and component

1) Sum of squared error (SSE)

(factor) scores, respectively. As you know, the

In this method, we can use four types of

SSE=(y*
SSEi= (yi *

y*), (y*

y* ),

yi* ), (yi* ‑ i* ),

resulting model is equivalent to"princical com‑

where SSE and SSEi are the total sum of

pontent analysis of instrumental variables
"which was proposed by Rao (8) Under these

squared error and the sum of squared error

constraints, the model can be rewritten as

in i‑th group.

2) Stress

In the case that the predicted variable is

nonmetric measure, Stress proposed by
(7)

Kruskal is appropriate measure of badness
of fit.

3) Multiple correlation or correlation ratio

r or

= [1‑SSE/(y*, y*)]1/2,

ri or i= [1‑SSEi/(yi*, yi*)] 1/2

Y * =VA‑*AB +E,

where

Y*=(yl*, y2* ... yl*),

X*=(xl*,X2* ...
as ) '
A=(al' a2 ,"',

*

J ),

B=(bl, b2, "', bl)'
E=(el, e2, "', el)'

where r ( ) and ri ( i) are the correlation

Additionally, in order to obtain unique para‑

(correlation ratio) in total and in the i‑th

meters we impose a side condition:

group, respectively and where SSE and SSEi
were indicated above.
4) Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) (1)
AIC = 2Nlloge 6 e + 2p,

where

e= [SSE/(Nl‑P‑1)] 1/2, N denotes

BB' =1s.
In this case, the probiem of minimizing function
f is reduced to eigen‑problem, that is,

l RXYRYX

A Rxx I =0,

the number of samples and P denotes the
effective number of parameters in the fitted

model. The AIC is a badness of fit measure
that corrects for the gain in goodness of fit

due to an increased number of parameters.
The model with the smallest AIC is said to

where

:= R‑‑‑‑‑
‑IR‑‑)
R (XX
XYYY

R R
=N 1(X* : Y*),(X* : Y*) .
YX t

give the most parsimonious representation of

data and this estimates is so‑called MAICE
(minimum AIC estimate). But the use of AIC
should be limited to large sample problem be‑

cause the AIC has been derived based upon
the asymptotic property of maximum likeli‑
hood estimators.

Therefore function f is minimized over A and b

by choosing
A = Rxx'V ,

B = A'RXY'

where

(RXX

RXY RYX Rxx)V A V
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and where A is a diagonal matrix of containing

X1 = X2='' '=XI=X,

characteristic roots and V is a matrix contain‑

J = S,

ing the corresponding characteristic vectors.
Obviously, this problem is a canonical correla‑

A. = Is,

this model is equal to "multivariate regression

tion analysis subject to

model" This model can be rewitten as

RYY = I .

Y= XB + E,

From this relation, POPREG can be regarded
as a general model of "simultaneous principal
component analysis for instrumental variables"

in that this model is not subject to the con‑
straints mentioned above.

Nextly, we discuss difference between
"principal component regression analysis"
(PCRA) proposed by Kendall(6) and oth r
models mentioned before. As rs well known
PCRA is formulated as

where
Y=(yl' y2, "', yl)'

X=(xl' x2, "', xJ),
B= (bl' b2, "', bl)'
E= (el' e2, "', el)'

In this case, Ieast squares estimate of B, as you

known, is
B = (X'X) r IX'Y.
Additiorially, if we impose constraints that

y = X p+ e

= (XV) (V' p) +e
= F T+ e,

I=J=S,
B'B = Is ,

where

loss function is defined as

X'X=VAV' (V' V=1),
and where F = XV denotes matrix of principal

=tr [(Y‑XB)' (Y‑XB)]
+tr [(B'B‑Is)L] ,

component socores and T=V'p denotes vector

where L is a matrix of Lagrange multipliers.

of regression weights of principal components
on y. However principal component regression
estimators of T are formed by deleting (J‑S)

Differentiating and setting zero, we obtain

columns of F. Then the principal component re‑
gression estimators of T and p are
= (Fs'Fs) 1Fs' y,

p =VST

= Vs (Fs'Fs )

IFs'y.

B = VW' ,

where
Y'XX'Y = W A sW' ( eigen‑decomposition ) ,
X'YY'X = V A sV' ( eigen‑decom position ) .

Fron this relation, POPREG can be also consid‑
ered as a general model of"multivariate regres‑

Therefore PCRA and other models described

sion model"

before diffcr in the way in which the factors

are estimated. The factors in PCRA is deter‑

hand, the factors in other methods is deter‑
mined so that variance of "predicted variable"

Extension to Canonical Model
Finally we emphasize that POPREG model
can be easily extended to canonical model
(POPCAN) in the situation where there are
two sets of data obtained from two or more

explained by factors is maximized.

populations. This model is defined as

mined so that variance of "predictors" ex‑
plained by' factors is maximized. On the other

Lastly, if we assume that

Y * WY = X * wx + e
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i.e.,

Y1 * R bYl'

: V ec ( AYC )

Y * AYbY = X * Axbx + e.

YI * R bYI

In this case, Ioss function for estimating bx and

bY, for fixed Ax, AY, Xi* and Y * can be

and this minimizing problem is also identical
with ordinary canonical correlation analysis.

difined as

k rk k 1 2

ui vxi, vYi)= 11 Zxibxi ZYibYi I ,

where

However these method consists of an infinite

iteration process in which at each step an
eigen‑problem have to be solved. Clearly, solv‑

ing this eigen‑problem by an infinite iteration

A
Zxl･=X･*
I tlxc'

process has its drawbacks. The whole proce‑

ZYi = Yi * AYc'

In this case, however, some scale constraints must

dure is likely to become computationally
burdensome. In order to avoid this, we can

be imposed on model parameters in order to avoid

simply impose the estimation phase for AY and

degenerate solution and therefore it is obvious

bY on the previous algorithm. In this alterna‑

that the problem of minimizing function hi over

tive, moreover, we must rescale the model para‑

bxi and bYi, while Zx, and ZYC are fixed, is equiva‑

meters after each model estimation phase in

lent to that of canonical correlation analysis.

order to avoid the degenerate solution.

Under this situation, the minimizing problem is re‑
duced to eigen‑problem, that is,

l CxYiCYYl=1CYXi‑ A Cxxi I =0.

A Computer Program
A program, POPREG, was developed for
computing the solution. It was written in FOR‑

As you know, function f is minimized over bxi

TRAN 77 for FACOM M‑780/20 computer

and bYi by choosing:

system.

(Cxxt CXYiCXYil CYxiCx

)w= A w

bxi = Cxxi' w

bYi= A

In the near future, we will examine valida‑

tion and efficiency of these algorithms with
artificial and real data.

'CYYi lruxxi bxi,
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